
Subverting US Energy Policies & Promoting Communism 

Although there has been a lot of press coverage about Russian interference in our 
political process, they are actually attacking us in a much more effective way, with 
very little attention being paid to it.

An indisputable fact is that our society (our health, our economy, our national security, 
etc.) is 100% dependent on plentiful, reliable, affordable energy. (If there is any 
question about this, simply turn off the power to any US city. Chaos and lawlessness 
will ensue shortly.)

There is significant evidence that our country’s enemies (esp. Russia and China) 
are purposefully subverting our energy sector in a variety of ways. Of course they are 
being clandestine about this, in hopes that few citizens will notice. One of their most 
effective tactics is for them to support US organizations (and individuals) whose 
energy agenda is in sync with their bigger agenda: to promote Communism.

For example, carefully consider these key energy questions. Who is it that wants:
1) US nuclear energy facilities to close down?
2) the costs of fossil fuels to go up (e.g. with a carbon tax)?
3) US fossil fuel reserves to stay in the ground (onshore and offshore)?
4) a high percentage of the US electric grid to be based on unreliable sources?
5) the US to waste a trillion± dollars on unreliable electricity?
6) to promote wind energy even at the expense of our national security?

If you answered: “the Sierra Club and their allies,” you’d be right. However the correct 
answer is also our Communist opponents: Russia and China.

To most people it is a startling realization to see that when it comes to US energy 
policy, there is an almost identical agenda between the leadership of some NGOs, and 
countries who are enemies of Democracy. (Although almost none of this is in the 
mainstream press, here is a good article about this situation.)

Consider the following sample lines of evidence:
#1- A 2018 amazing Report from the House Science & Technology Committee about 

this collusion. [Note this earlier detailed letter to the White House from the 
same committee.]

#2- Here is a 2018 expose: The Connection Between Russia and Two Green Groups 
Fighting US Fracking.

#3- This 2018 news report explains about a Congressional effort to require leaders of 
certain environmental organizations to register as foreign agents! It says:

https://www.thenewamerican.com/tech/energy/item/28447-congress-kremlin-used-green-propaganda-to-undercut-u-s-energy
https://republicans-science.house.gov/news/press-releases/sst-committee-staff-report-reveals-russia-s-social-media-meddling-us-energy
http://api.ning.com/files/2vCzKZbk2EKniCzNNryPTIn5FpQkpvl9rL72l7kmtKU4xTPHmDBmWXg7CI0gmuSedLDk0BQ4t6DwsFJwJwDO*W6Y*8V7pRsD/RUSSIA_06_29_2017CLSWeberMnuchin.pdf
https://www.dailysignal.com/2018/04/22/the-connection-between-russia-and-2-green-groups-fighting-fracking-in-us/
https://www.dailysignal.com/2018/04/22/the-connection-between-russia-and-2-green-groups-fighting-fracking-in-us/
http://www.washingtonexaminer.com/environmental-group-may-have-to-register-as-foreign-agents/article/2645910


“U.S. environmental activists who are working to halt the production and 
use of fossil fuels could be required to register as foreign agents if 
Congress gets serious about enforcing an existing law… An international 
campaign known as “Keep It in the Ground” has been pushing an 
anti-fossil fuel agenda that advances Russia’s geopolitical 
interests at the expense of the U.S. and America’s allies. The 
campaign claims support from more than 400 organizations across 
the globe, with a sizable percentage operating inside the U.S. The 
campaign is opposed not just to the extraction of fossil fuels, but to 
any fossil fuel-related project including pipelines, rail 
transportation, refineries, and energy exploration. These groups 
include Greenpeace, the Sierra Club, 350.org, etc.”

 On that topic, here is a new three-minute video that brings up some interesting 
points about the Russian collusion with environmental organizations. 

#4- The evidence about collusion is not new news, but information that the national 
media has (for some reason) not been interested in pursuing and publicizing. 
Consider this report last year. [Here’s another 2017 similar report.] Read Green 
Tyranny: Exposing the Totalitarian Roots of the Climate Industrial Complex.

#5- Read these 2015 analyses: “From Russia With Love,” and a report about Russian 
funding of Green Groups. Here is a more recent commentary.

#6- From 2014 a similar report discusses collusion regarding fracking. “The Chain of 
Environmental Command” is a related expose published that year by the United 
States Senate Committee on Environment and Public Works. 

#7- In 1981 President Ronald Reagan warned about the political and economic 
threat to the West from Russia’s expanding energy ambitions. See this article.

#8- Natalie Grant was an expert in Soviet propaganda. In 1998, she wrote 
“Gorbachev and Global Enviro-Communism”— which is about the Marxist (i.e. 
Communist) roots of the Global Warming issue, which in-turn spawned the 
renewable energy craze.

#9- The motherlode of tell-tale indicators is found in the 1963 Congressional Record: 
45 Declared Communist Goals (from Leon Skousen’s 1958 book). 

#10- What’s really going on? IMO the movie Agenda: Grinding America Down gives 
the answer: this is all about sabotaging the country leading the free world. 
Please watch this 5 minute trailer that succinctly explains the Communist plan 
and how it is being effectively implemented in the US… Then please watch the 
5 minute trailer for the followup film: Agenda 2: Masters of Deceit. On Target! 

——————————————————————————————————————————

http://keepitintheground.org/
https://www.clearenergyalliance.com/is-putin-funding-eco-activists/
http://thehill.com/opinion/energy-environment/357344-democrats-dig-for-russian-connection-and-uncover-environmentalists
http://dailycaller.com/2017/07/10/heres-everything-you-need-to-know-about-allegations-us-environmentalists-may-have-secretly-taken-russian-cash/
https://www.independent.org/publications/tir/article.asp?id=1363
https://www.independent.org/publications/tir/article.asp?id=1363
https://www.independent.org/publications/tir/article.asp?id=1363
http://api.ning.com/files/CAYUXkX*a8uBzOVOlC4XhKasaYqf4azklvYuIG5m0nmHPzCKv7jbNAO8dlUFKtoEV0zmgTsYeYUjcsAPxVP3sJlNyHUw3vNl/Klein_Report_122015.pdf
http://freebeacon.com/issues/foreign-firm-funding-u-s-green-groups-tied-to-state-owned-russian-oil-company/
http://freebeacon.com/issues/foreign-firm-funding-u-s-green-groups-tied-to-state-owned-russian-oil-company/
https://cornwallalliance.org/2018/08/does-russia-deploy-american-green-groups-as-pawns/
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2014/jun/19/russia-secretly-working-with-environmentalists-to-oppose-fracking
http://leftexposed.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/2014-Senate-Billionaire-Club-Report.pdf
http://leftexposed.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/2014-Senate-Billionaire-Club-Report.pdf
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2014/mar/5/reagan-administration-warned-russian-pipeline-thro/
https://ileanawrites.blogspot.com/2017/06/why-are-billionaires-media-academia.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20190507171414/americasurvival.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/Global-Enviro-Communism.pdf
http://paradigmsanddemographics.blogspot.com/2017/04/the-communist-takeover-of-america-45.html
https://www.amazon.com/Naked-Communist-Exposing-Communism-Restoring-ebook/dp/B00B76J804/ref=sr_1_1_sspa?ie=UTF8&qid=1537057689&sr=8-1-spons&keywords=naked+communist&psc=1
https://www.dropbox.com/s/d9kppdtv2ykyvm7/Grinding_America_Down.mov?dl=0
https://vimeo.com/136798883


Fossil fuel exports account for around 16% of Russian GDP, 52% of government 
revenue and 70% of Russian exports. So it makes good sense that Russian propaganda 
efforts would be focussed on protecting their fragile, energy-dependent economy.

Similarly, the US is the biggest threat to China’s political and economic aspirations, so 
it is logical that China would also be happy to see our economy and national security 
undermined. A very effective way to meet the agendas of both of these countries 
would be for the US to have a frivolous, counter-productive national energy policy. 

Right now “All of the Above” is exactly that. Energy nonsense is playing out in several 
US energy theaters (wind, solar, nuclear, etc.). A good example is US offshore drilling. 
Since North Carolina is expected to have the largest amount of gas and oil reserves, it 
has become ground zero for fossil fuel opposition. Environmentalist are aggressively 
opposing any and all offshore fossil fuel exploration (e.g. here, here and here).

Those on one side of this issue want US fossil fuels to stay in the ground, so that our 
costs will go up, and that we will be forced to rely on expensive and unreliable sources of 
electricity (like wind energy). This will harm our economy and national security.

The other, pro-American side, wants us to get more energy independence, to expand our 
economy by having lower-cost, reliable electricity, and to be able to give our European 
allies an alternative to Russian natural gas.

You would think that anyone concerned about purported collusion between Russia 
and President Trump, would be extremely disturbed about documented proof that the 
Russians are purposefully trying to undermine our economy and national security by 
supporting the environmental movement’s six-point energy agenda (above).
————————————

BTW, the industrial wind energy matter is a proxy fight over these same issues.

A solid understanding of who the coalition is, and what their agenda is, makes it 
crystal clear why those people dislike President Trump. Any leader promoting “Make 
America Great Again” is an arch-enemy to the forces that want the US to regress to an 
agrarian age (e.g. with our economy crippled by a high dependence on antiquated, 
unreliable, expensive electrical energy sources like windmills, that unrelentingly spit 
out an unpredictable and uncontrollable output). 

Oh, and if that isn’t bad enough, wind energy (“the gift that keeps on taking”) also 
inexorably divides many communities, pitting neighbor against neighbor. Who 
benefits from divisiveness in our country?

In a nutshell there is strong evidence that ultimately the renewable energy, climate 
change, and education system clashes we are engaged in, are really about 
Communism vs Freedom.

Get educated to avoid being a victim, keeping your eye on the ball, and defending your rights…

john droz, jr   physicist and citizen advocate  10/1/18 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Economy_of_Russia
http://stateportpilot.com/news/article_5fe9aaa4-1716-11e8-b5b3-6f713cdc44a3.html
http://www.jdnews.com/news/20180223/4-things-you-need-to-know-about-mondays-offshore-drilling-meeting
http://www.carolinacoastonline.com/news_times/article_a9620eb8-1c9f-11e8-a8ef-5f6047f4ed6d.html

